The AMDP modules I-IV: recommendations for a standardized acquisition of EEG data in psychiatry. Association for Methodology and Documentation in Psychiatry.
During the last few years, the working group 'Psychophysiology' of the Association for Methodology and Documentation in Psychiatry (AMDP) discussed the possibility of the establishment of defined EEG modules in psychiatry. It was the aim to create a common data pool in order to be able to have access to larger data sets. The installation of such a common data pool was regarded as an important prerequisite for a future diagnostic application of EEG and EP data in clinical practice. The most relevant arguments are: From a statistical point of view, multivariate investigations can be improved when relatively large data sets are available. Subgrouping of patients is facilitated. Different centers have access to different populations of patients. Furthermore, compliance with the recommendations contributes to a reduction in misunderstanding and false interpretation of other investigators' results. The working group 'Psychophysiology' of the AMDP now recommends EEG modules to be registered in psychiatry. The recommendations are based on investigations using these modules in clinical research and practice as well as several years of discussion within the working group. Four AMDP modules (I-IV) are presented: MI: resting EEG (closed eyes), MII: resting EEG (eyes open), MIII: EEG during videotracking, and MIV: EEG during choice reaction time. Recommendations for additional modules are planned in the near future: MV: EEG during geometry test, MVI: EEG during labyrinth test, and MVII: amplitude stimulus intensity function. MIII-MVI is paralleled by an EEG recording so that psychomotor performance can be measured and EEG data under different activation conditions are available. Compliance with the recommendations guarantees the possibility of access to the common data pool. Computer software is available in Berlin.